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Materials:  

-Piece of blank paper for each 
student 
 
-Coloring supplies 

Program Name: Post-Lesson Activity: Watersheds 

Duration: 15 minutes 

Audience: Frank Wagner kindergarteners  

Theme(s): Water connects habitats, from farms and schools 

to forests and cities!  

A watershed is an area of land where water flows to a 

common point. 

Goal(s): Reinforce ideas introduced in the previous Watershed lesson: Water flows from small 

streams to larger rivers, lakes, and oceans; the land surrounding rivers can be used in many 

ways; water connects our shared habitats. 

Objective(s): 

Students Will Be Able To (SWBAT): Educator verification method: 

Identify the recurring pattern of smaller things 

coming together into larger things (e.g. rivers 

into the ocean; fingers into the hand; 

branches into the trunk of a tree). 

Students color in their traced-hand drawing 

to represent rivers flowing into a larger body 

of water through a watershed model and 

will be able to describe how their fingers (as 

rivers) connect to their palm (as a lake or 

ocean). 

Explain at least three different ways people 

use land and water. 

Students draw and describe a variety of 

human activities occurring around their 

hand tracing/watershed model (ex: school 

and farm on land, boat and people fishing in 

rivers). 

Demonstrate that watersheds are shared 

habitats where humans and nature interact. 

Students incorporate both natural and 

human-made features in their drawing. 

 

Teacher Background Information: The hand-tracing art activity has been reimagined with 

fingers representing rivers all flowing into the palm, representing an ocean or large lake. This 

activity provides a chance for students creatively illustrate what they know about land- and 

water-use and practice their mapping skills.  

Introduction: As a group, recall Oxbow’s visit and the Watershed lesson. Ask students to define 

a watershed and recall which rivers go past Frank Wagner Elementary School and Oxbow. 

Discuss where do both those rivers eventually go end up. Explain that they’re going to draw a 

map of their own personal watershed with five rivers and one ocean- using their hand! Practice 

spreading and counting fingers on each hand- each of their fingers is like a river. Ask students: 
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How many rivers are on your hand? Where do all the rivers eventually go? Your palm is like the 

ocean.  

Find other examples of this river-like pattern in nature. For example: the branches of our 

CommuniTree, arms and legs on a body. Anything else that follows a similar pattern? (Optional: 

have watershed maps available, a poster depicting the human anatomy, or even some leaves to 

explore to identify the pattern). Are there any parts of a tree or of a human body that are like 

rivers? Veins! 

Activity:  

1. At their desks, have students write their name in the corner of a blank piece of paper. 

2. Students place their hand in the middle of their piece of paper, spread their fingers, and 

carefully trace around their entire hand. Be sure students are spreading their fingers 

while tracing. Teachers provide support as needed. 

3. Remind students that they’re drawing a watershed map and that their fingers represent 

rivers and their palm is the ocean; the space outside their traced hand is all the land 

around the water. Have students share some ideas about what might be in a river or 

ocean and what might be on the land right next to it, including human-created things 

and natural features.  

4. Optional: have students choose a different color for each finger and color in each river, 

mixing all the colors in the ocean/palm. 

5. Give students plenty of time to draw what they think lives in and around the water, 

adding both human-made and natural features to their maps. Students can add labels to 

their watershed models.  
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Inquiry Q’s: 

● What can you put in your watershed drawing to make sure it’s a healthy habitat for 

people? For other animals (what kinds)? For plants? 

● What things in your map are made by people? By nature? 

● Where would you want to live on your map? 

● Which way is the water flowing? 

● How many rivers are on your map? 

● Is there anything happening on the land that might change the water in the river? 

● What can people do to keep your watershed clean and healthy? 

● How might this map change through the seasons? Over 5 years? 50 years? 500 years? 

Conclusion: 

Hang up their beautiful artwork for all to see! Have a conversation about how everyone’s 

watershed map is unique just like them, but there are things they still have in common. 

NGSS Connections: 

Dimensions from Framework What students are doing 

Science and Engineering Practices (SEP) 
Developing & using models 

Students make a model of a watershed using 

their hand 

Disciplinary Core Ideas (DCI) 

K-ESS2-2. Earth’s Systems 

 

K- ESS-3. Earth & Human Activity 

 

K-LS1-1 Structures and Process  

Students can define “watershed” and explain 

how rivers flow downhill, joining together to 

form larger rivers, lakes, and oceans 

Students identify features on their map made by 

people and made by nature 

Students make claims about the impact of 

people’s actions on the health of the water 

habitat 

Students intentionally include habitat features in 

their map, both on land and in the water 

Crosscutting Concepts (CC) 

Patterns 

 

Systems & Systems Models 

Students identify the similar pattern of smaller 

things converging into larger things: rivers into 

ocean, fingers into palm 

Through their drawings and discussions, students 

share that land and water are both part of a 

watershed system and what happens on land can 

impact the water 


